Shark tooth divers thank ice ages for their trove
Understanding geologic processes may be the secret "recipe" behind finding prized megalodon shark teeth

Paul Salem named new Chair of the Board of Trustees
A leader in private equity and non-profit board service, Salem will take over as Chair beginning Jan. 1, 2023

Celebrating the birthday of an exploration pioneer
Matthew Henson co-led seven Arctic expeditions, paving new paths for diverse voices

Image of the week: New expeditions to the OTZ
WHOI and NOAA Fisheries recently headed out to sea to trial new technologies in the twilight zone

Shade your arms, while staying cool!
WHOI's new sun shirts are the perfect, breathable outerwear for all your favorite coastal activities
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New England’s high tides are getting higher. How ‘sunny day’ flooding could impact you

WMTW
Study finds nearly a millennium of cooling has been wiped out in the Gulf of Maine

ECO MAGAZINE
WHOI Leads Multi-Ship Expedition to Study the Ocean Twilight Zone in the Northwest Atlantic